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Abstract
In Modern Mongolian the palatalized vowels [ȧ, ɔ̇, ʊ̇] before palatalized consonants are considered as phoneme
allophones according to the most scholars. Nevertheless theses palatalized vowels have the distinctive features what
could be proved by the minimal pairs and nowadays this question is open and not profoundly studied. The purpose of
this work is to determine the acoustic and articulator features of the vowels preceding the palatalized consonants and the
corresponding plain vowels of Modern Mongolian, Khalkha dialect. In the introduction, the definitions on the
palatalized vowels and the previous traditional, experimental analysis of the palatalized vowels are discussed.
Therefore, in the second section we presented the results of comparison of the short palatalized vowels and the
corresponding plain vowels: (1) methods of the experimental study, (2) results of the acoustic features of palatalized
and plain vowels. In result of this observation the formants, the length and the pitch of the short palatalized vowels
differ more or less in comparison with corresponding plain vowels.
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1.

Introduction

In phonetics, palatalization refers to any articulation involving a movement of the tongue towards the hard palate.
Palatalization has phonemic or allophonic in different languages. In Mongolian, the palatalized vowels occur before
palatalized consonants and before front vowel [i] in second syllable. In Mongolian the palatalized consonants [pʰʲ, pʲ, tʱʲ,
tʲ, gʲ, mʲ, nʲ, ɮʲ, xʲ, rʲ, wʲ] have contrastive distribution: am (mouth) – amʲ (life); xar (see) – xarʲ (come back home); pot
(think) – potʲ (being); ʊr (overgrowth) - ʊrʲ (invite). But the palatalized vowels are considered phonetic and have
complementary distribution (Vandui, 1961; Moomoo, 1979; Luvsanvandan, 1999; Tsoloo, 2008; Nadmid, 1978;
Ramstedt,; Vladimirtsov, 1987; Poppe, 1955; Sanjeev, 1959; Svantesson et all., 2005; Puthaval, 2011). But some
scientists say the opposite: the palatalized vowels are phonemic while the palatalized consonants are phonetic
(Tomortseren, 1970). From the historic phonetics point of view, the vowel [i] in the second syllable influences and
palatalizes not only preceding consonant but also initial vowel:
CM (Modern Mongolian) xȯnʲĭ / xȯnᶨ (sheep) < MM (Middle Mongolian) qonʲin <
AM (Ancien Mongolian) qonʲi < PM (Proto-Mongolian) qonʲin
[i] in non initial syllables was reduced and while [i] was lost, the palatalized consonant became phonemic, which
influences on preceding pharyngeal vowels. This phenomenon demonstrates the abundance of regressive assimilation in
Mongolian. The influence of front vowel like [i] palatal would be strong: high F2 vowels would have the greatest
fronting effect on adjacent sounds or neutralize it had become allophonic or phonemic. The Khalkha dialect has seven
vowels: [ɐ, ɔ, ʊ, e, o, u, i]. The non-pharyngeal vowels [e, o, u] never occur before palatalized consonants, but only
pharyngeal vowels [a, ɔ, ʊ] suffer the palatalization. In Modern Mongolian the palatalized vowels [ȧ, ɔ̇, ʊ̇] are phonetic
(allophonic) since they occur only before palatalized consonants. In this study on palatalized vowels, we stick to only
phonetic elements of identification, with the exception of phonological pertinence. Of course, the taking into account of
palatalization will prove to be especially valuable at the phonological analysis, but it is necessary to identify it first as
phonetic facts.
When the pharyngeal vowels [a, ɔ, ʊ] are followed by a palatalized consonant, their pronunciation is changed1. Then the
result of this study will help them to find solutions to resolve it. The data of investigation may be used on computational
phonology, e.g. automatic recognition, text-to-speech synthesis, and then it can be used to improve the software of textto-speech of Mongolian language designated for the deaf people. In this way we try to give a description of the main
phonetic features as stress, intensity, pitch and formants.

1

Mongolian as being characterized by a distinction between front vowels and back or pharyngeal vowels. The vowel harmony rules
are strict in Mongolian. The vowel i was neutral to vowel harmony, it can occur in either class. These pharyngeal vowels become
more closed, centralized and palatalized.
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In traditional phonetics many scientists have studied the palatalization of the pharyngeal vowel in Khalkha in
phonological and historical perspectives. For example, Academician Luvsanvandan (1999) determined that the place of
articulation of the vowels before [i] is in front. Also there may be mentioned researchers Vladimirtsov (1987) who
indicated the nuance and the change of their pronunciation under the influence of [i] and Poppe (1955) who compared
this change in the different dialects as Ordos, Khalkha, Buriat, Chahar and Kalmyk. Professor S. Moomoo (1979) that
defined the phonetic system of Mongolian by experimental means in Russia. Although, he studied only the consonantal
palatalization. Juha Janhunen (2003, p.185) divided Mongolic dialects into two groups based on the feature of
palatalness of their phonological systems, particularly of consonantal palatalization. These two well-defined groups are
palatalization dialects (Khalkha and Chakhar) and umlaut dialects (Khorchin, Kharachin and Juu Uda).
There are few experimental studies on the vocalic palatalization of the Mongolian. Only Svantesson et al., in their
studies on the phonology of Mongolian, made the acoustic comparative analysis of the palatalized long vowels [ä: ɔ̈: ʊ̈:]
and the diphthongs [ai ɔi ʊi], (Svantesson et al., 2006, p.10) concluded that the pronunciation of long and short vowels
before the consonants palatalized change considerably and the final part of the vowel is close to i.
2. Acoustic analysis
2.1 Methodology of the experimental study
The source of words for this data is a large dictionary Mongol xelnii delgergui tajlbar tol’ published by Mongolian
Academy of Science in 2008. Around 54 high-frequency words are chosen and recorded in the phonetic laboratory of
Inner Mongolia University in 2011. The instrumental phonetic investigation is based on acoustic data of those isolated
monosyllabic words2 recorded by a male speaker, S1. In addition, data gathered from two males and a female speaker in
order to check the measurements obtained from S1. All the speakers are native and from Mongolia 3. The recordings
were analyzed in the ESPS/Waves+ environment using the speech analysis program Praat 5.2.214
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Vowel length

Figure 1. Word duration (ms).

Figure 2. Vowel duration (ms).

In Figure 1, when we compare the duration of the same type words (e.g., VC am / am' and CVC dal / dal'), the duration
of the words with palatalized vowel is shorter than of the corresponding words without. We also compared the duration
of the palatalized and plain vowels in Figure 2 where it can be concluded that the duration of palatalized vowels may be
shorter than their corresponding plain vowels.
2.2.2 F1 and F2
We can see in Figure-3, Figure-4 that F1 of the palatalized vowel [ȧ, ɔ̇, ʊ̇] is decreasing and his F2 is increasing. The
parameters here are the average of the all fifty four words. Furthermore when we observe F1 from the final part of the
palatalized vowel, it is more closed and front than the rest.
Moreover it should be noted that the disparity between plain [ʊ] and palatalized [ʊ̇] is smaller than [ȧ, ɔ̇]. We discuss it
below in the figure 5.

2

VC/CVC type monosyllabic words are chosen.
Speaker 1: D. Naranjargal, m., age 27, khalkha; Speaker 2: A. Bilegsaikhan, m., age 20, khalkha;
Speaker 3: Dz. Enkhbayar, f., age 25, khalkha.
4 Software was written by Paul Boersma and David Weenink, Professors of Phonetic Sciences in the Institute of Phonetic Sciences of
the University of Amsterdam.
3
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Figure 3. Average F1 (Hz) of the plain and palatalized vowels
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Figure 4. Average F2 (Hz) of the plain and palatalized vowels

Figure 5. F1-F2 (Hz) of the plain pharyngeal ([a, ɔ, ʊ]) and palatalized ([ȧ, ɔ̇, ʊ̇]) vowels of Mongolian
In Figure 5 we can see the change of every pharyngeal vowel and the difference of change degree between [ȧ, ɔ̇] and
[ʊ̇]. This disparity may be related to the feature of [round] of vowel [ʊ̇], which is shown by F3. But in this case, F3 is
almost equal for [ɔ] (2531 Hz) and [ʊ] (2566 Hz). According the acoustic theory of speech production (Fant, 1960),
when the constriction is in the middle, labialization leads to the lowest F2 value and the degree of the effect of
labialization is larger when the constriction is fronted than when the constriction is back. Hence, [ʊ] is more protruded,
back and closed than [ɔ]. When the sound is the most rounded, back and high, it is more insensitive to the palatalization.
Moreover, Moosmüller’s (2006) study on the aspects of vowel formant interpretation found the following: constriction
locations are less sensitive to small displacements, whereas displacements in constriction degree yield monotonous
changes in formant frequencies. According to this conclusion, the constriction degree of [ȧ, ɔ̇,] may be more important
than [ʊ̇].
2.2.3 Pitch
The pitch was measured at the beginning, middle and end of the vowels. In the beginning and middle the pitch was
almost similar for palatalized and plain vowels. (Figures 6, 7)

Figure 6. Pitch in the beginning of vowels.
Series 1 – corresponding plain vowels;
Series 2 – palatalized vowels

Figure 7. Pitch in the middle of vowels.
Series 1 – corresponding plain vowels;
Series 2 – palatalized vowels
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But in the end of the palatalized vowels the pitch was more falling than their plain vowels. (Figure 8)

Figure 8. Pitch in the end of vowels.
Series 1 – corresponding plain vowels; Series 2 – palatalized vowels
Those observations approve what Svantesson et al. (2005) assume that when these vowels (long or short) are followed
by a palatalized consonant, their pronunciation is changed so that the final part of the vowel becomes more [i]-like. But
it is less explicit and less perceptive for short vowels than long vowels.
3.

Conclusion
 The measurements show the palatalized vowels contrast with the corresponding plain vowels in the isolated
monosyllabic words.
 Palatalized vowels are more closed than their plain vowels. E.g., [а] is near low and back vowel, palatalized [ȧ]
is middle or low middle and central vowel; [o] middle and back, palatalized [ȯ] high middle and central, [ʊ]
low middle and back, palatalized [ʊ̇] near high and back.
 The sound [ȧ] is most influenced by the palatalization while the sound [ʊ̇] is less influenced. As a deduction,
we could conclude that when the sound is the most rounded, back and closed, it is more insensitive to the
palatalization.
 The length of palatalized vowels is shorter of 30 % than the plain vowels.
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